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sion wave in the surrounding atmosphere that travels outward exactly as would any other sound wave.
Musical Thunder.—It occasionally happens, when one is near the path of a lightning flash, that the thunder heard begins with a musical note. This is due to the fact that some lightning discharges—the flickering type—consist of a series of rapid flashes that, occasionally, are nearly enough regular, and of such frequency, as to produce a quasi-musical note.
Duration.—The long continuation of thunder is owing, chiefly, to the length, and crookedness, of the lightning path. Sound produced simultaneously, and but momentarily, along a straight course would give, off to the side anywhere, only a single boom; if along a crooked course, the effect would not be so restricted. Hence, when the difference in distance from the nearest and farthest points of a lightning path is 5 miles, say, which it sometimes is, the duration of the thunder, owing to this cause alone, is about 24 seconds. It also is increased, more or less, by reflection.
Rumbling.—The great variations in the intensity of thund^ ^^ constitute its characteristic rumbling, are due:
a.  To crookedness of path.    The thunder starts from all p««.u> the discharge path at the same instant, or practically so, and, thus, tne observer  hears,   simultaneously,  the  thunder from the whole of any portion of the path that happens to be at a constant distance from him. Now, as the path usually is very crooked, it generally happens that many portions of it are at one or another nearly constant distance from any given point.    Hence, almost every peal of thunder is of irregular intensity, and as no two lightning paths are alike so, also, each peal of thunder differs from every other.
b.  To the sequence of discharges.    Obviously, when a number of discharges follow each other in rapid succession—when the lightning is flickering—there is likely to be more or less interference between the several sound pulses resulting, now, in partial neutralization, and, again, in reinforcement, the whole merging into an irregular rumble.
c.  To reflection.    Reflection by mountains, hills, and other objects, may, occasionally, be effective in prolonging the noise of thunder and accentuating its rumble.    Mountains and hills, however, are not nearly so essential to the rumble of thunder as, occasionally, they are said to be, for whether in the valley, over the plain, or on the peak, it is substantially the same.
Distance Heard.—Thunder seldom is heard more than 15 miles. This is much less than the distance to which cannon are sometimes heard. The circumstances in the two cases, however, are radically different. Thus, the sound energy from the cannon is relatively concentrated, since it all starts from a single point and spreads out in a hemispherical

